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There is a poor Ladybug.  Her
name is Sumi. İt is a cute

Ladybug



Today the Sumi is feeling bored. 



She  wants to go outside and
has breakfast. 

WiiW



She  liked the weather and has took  
deep breaths



Sumi  saw a beautiful flower 

WAAW 
Let's smell !!!



Sumi took the flower to her
home

  bibib........



She put it on the table and she
came back out side.
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Sumi came at park and
wanting to have a breakfast



Sumi is enjoying her meal

eee
m!!!



OMG there are thieves
over there

 
 

Sumi hid from thieves
behind chair



The thieves have left.



ooh noo !!
this place is so dangerous let's go

home



Sumi is going to her home 



Sumi came and sleep.
She scared the thieves. 

NOO!!



OH NOO İ h
ave  fo
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''İ am going to take my
meal. Stop scaring.''

Sumi said her self



Sumi wants to get back and
take her meal but Rain is

coming.



My meal



The rain stopped  and Sumi is
going to the park. She is wanting

to take her meal.





Sumi saw her friend called  Seni.
They were happy when they saw

each other .



The Sumi  told  her
friend what
happened.



Seni wants to help and  
go with her friend.



 Sumi, İ can go with you İ can
feel you, you are scared.  W

hat about you?. Seni  said to
her friend Sumi



Sumi reply...
Thanks seni İ agree with you. İ
know you are braver than me.



They agreed with each
other to go to the park

with together



When they reached at
park, Sumi did found her

meal. 



oom. Sumi is feeling sad
and she didn't share
with her friend Seni



Rain Rain  came again!!
Sumi and seni went to seni's
home and they had delicious

food.
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